Installing a new plastic protection stripe

Please prepare your tools:

- a bucket with hot water
- some dish-washing liquid soap
- a scissor
- a sharp knife (carpet knife)
- a pop riveter that fits the diameter of the rivets
- hot water (50°C)
- 2 to 3 peoples would be fine
- room temperature at least 12°C

Please follow the procedure:

1. Put the plastic trim in hot water for 1 minute.

   ![Hot water with some liquid dish washer soap (hand dish water soap, not for machine)](image1)

2. Please clean the aluminum rail where the trim comes in. The trim comes rolled up with inside out. Do not deroll.

   ![Aluminum rail and plastic trim](image2)

3. Please cut the end of the trim with a scissor or sharp knife.

   ![Cutting the end of the trim](image3)
4. Spray some hot water (mixed with the liquid soap) over the aluminium rail.

5. Take it with the plier (on the pre cut side) out of the water and in the Aluminium rail. One person guides it in by hand, the other person tows with the pair of pliers to the other end. If it goes to hard 1 or 2 persons should help with their hands (no tools!) in the middle.

6. Cut the trim as long it is hot with scissor and knife. Rivet it to the old holes. Some newer trailers have an additional little "appendix" on the inside upper side of the trim. Please bring this in the right position after the trim is in before cutting and riveting it.